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Kanoo Shipping India welcomes two new members
Kanoo Shipping, a division of The Kanoo Group and Yusuf
Bin Ahmed Kanoo Group—one of the largest family
conglomerates in the region—has welcomed two new
members to join their India office.

With these two professionals joining Kanoo Shipping
India, the division foresees better developments through
their skills and expertise—allowing the company to thrive
further in its operations.

The two new employees, Rupali Bandekar and Sali Thomas,
recently joined the division as the newest Finance Manager
and Operations Manager, respectively.

Kanoo Shipping is a division of Yusuf Bin Ahmed Kanoo.
From being the first shipping agency in the Arabian Gulf
region in 1912, it has grown into the largest regional
shipping agency in the Middle East, handling over 20,000
ship calls every year through the company’s professional
network, which covers all ports in the Suez, Indian subcontinent, and East/South Africa.

Bandekar boasts over 18 years of experience in the
shipping industry, having worked with major liners and
shipping agencies across India.
As Kanoo Shipping India’s new Finance Manager, she will
contribute to the division’s business planning process, as
well as help create financial strategies that would drive
better the division as a whole.
Thomas, on the other hand, has been in the industry since
1998—working in the documentation department of
shipping services company JM Baxi before rising to the top
as the company’s Agency Manager. In addition, she also
served as the Manager of Operations at Parekh Marines
Services, a known shipping company in India.
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As the region’s premier tanker agent and offshore service
provider, Kanoo Shipping represents many of the world’s
leading shipping owners, operators, and charterers. It
offers regional, trans-regional or global coordinated
financial and port-call management services, tailored to
individual corporate needs.
For more information about Kanoo Shipping, visit
https://kanooshipping.com/
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